Lesson 4

Name

Date

Connotation and Denotation
• Denotation is the literal, specific meaning of a word.
• Connotation is a word's suggested meaning. It includes the
feeling that the word creates in the reader and what people associate with
the word. A connotation can have a positive or negative feeling. It can also
show levels of specificity.

Read each sentence and the answer choices. Write the
answer on the blank line.

1. Which boy sounds hungriest? _
Omar ate his sandwich.
David devoured his sandwich.
Carlos munched his sandwich.
2. Which girl sounds as though she is moving fastest?
Akiko marched out of the room.
Sally strolled out of the room.
Blanca walked out of the room.
3. Which question seems the most negative?
"May I have a turn?" asked Jose
"May I have a turn?" requested Nancy.
"May I have a turn?" cried Kim.
4. Which boy sounds as though he is least likely to ask for help from his friend?
Matthew tried solving the problem.
Chris struggled with solving the problem.
Luke wrangled with solving the problem.
When you are done, share your answers with a partner or small group.
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drought n. a long period of
time when there is little rain
or no rain at all
reluctantly adv. with hesitation or
unwillingness
compassionate adj. having or showing
sympathy
rebel v. to fight against authority
authority n. a person or group having
control or command

humility n. the disposition of being
humble or modest
indispensable adj. absolutely necessary
controversial adj. marked by or causing
disputes and disagreements
self-sacrifice n. sacrifice of oneself or
one's interest for others or for a cause
or ideal
overwhelming adj. extreme or great

Read the sentences below. Circle the word that best fits
each sentence.
1. We asked the man of (authority/humility) for permission to enter.
2. Austen made a face of displeasure and (reluctantly/compassionate) gave up his seat.
3. The election involved (rebel/controversial) issues where many people disagreed
on a number of items.
4. Roy accepted the prize with (reluctantly/humility) and was not boastful.
5. The fallen soldiers were honored for their (self-sacrifice/humility).
6. The applause at the end of the act was (overwhelming/compassionate) because
it was so loud.

I
3
3

7. The garden had died during the long, dry (self-sacrifice/drought).
8. A helmet is (indispensable/overwhelming) for a football player.
q. Consuela decided to (self-sacrifice/rebel) against the unfair treatment of women.
10. Kelsey was (compassionate/authority) towards those in need.
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Compound Words, and Foreign Words
and Phrases
• Compound words are made up of two or more words and can be
closed, open, or hyphenated.
Certain words and phrases that we use in English come from other
languages.

self-sacrifice
cliche

siesta
camouflage

petite
cream-filled

overwhelming
guacamole

barrette
faux pas

Convention Strategy
Write each compound word.
1. self

+

sacrifice

2. over

+

whelming

3. cream

+

filled

4. faux

+

pas

Write the spelling words with the missing letters.
5. cl ch
I
01

6. g__camol_
7. bar et e

8. p_t_te
. s

sta

10. ca_ou__age
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Capitalization
Example

Rule

• The president of the United States is
elected every four years.

• Capitalize the first word of
a sentence.
• Capitalize the names of people and
their initials.

• John F. Kennedy

• Capitalize a title when it comes
before a person's name.

• Senator Ted Kennedy

• Do not capitalize a title that follows
a person's name.

• Robert Kennedy was also a senator.

• Capitalize the names of states,
cities, countries, and continents.

• Arizona, London, United States, Asia

• Capitalize the names of specific
geographical features.

• Mississippi River,
Grand Canyon

• Capitalize days, months, and
holidays.

• one Sunday in May,
Independence Day

Write three lines under each letter that should be capitalized.
1. dr. Christian barnard
2. thanksgiving day, the third thursday in november
3. president dwight d. eisenhower
4. the himalayan mountains
5. paris, france, in the western part of europe
6. japan, an island country in the pacific ocean
7. e. b. white, a well-known author
8. asia, africa, and australia
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